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Sony srs- xb12 speaker review

Sony SRS-XB12 Speaker Review: Small in size, powerful in Sony's soundNeha Saini recently launched the SRS-XB12 portable Bluetooth speaker in India. It is priced at 3990 rubles and comes in a variety of color options. Its mall size, strap portability, loud and clear sound, good battery life and rugged design are among
its positives. If you're looking for a small speaker size for small parties or collecting the sort of stuff, then the Sony SRS-XB12 is an option worth considering. | TIMESOFINDIA.COM (TIMESOFINDIA.COM) July 9, 2019, 12:44 PMSIC IST We all agree that we live in the age of gadgets and technology. One interesting
aspect of this age is that while the technology expands its reach and expands to all aspects of life, technological devices and gadgets have become relatively small and more space-saving. So much so that they are now designed in such a way that they aesthetically complement modern living/area. One such gadget is a
speaker. We have come far in the sense that large, space-infringing speakers are now reduced to small speakers or sound panels. Instead, they now come with a portability function to carry with them. Sony recently launched the SRS-XB12 portable Bluetooth speaker in India. It is priced at 3990 rubles and comes in a
variety of color options. We've been using the device for some time now and here's our review. Sony SRS-XB12: The design of the Sony SRS-XB12 is a full range speaker with 4ohm impedance. It has an IP67 rating that makes it drop-proof, dust insulation, and waterproof. It comes with a two-year warranty. The Sony
SRS-XB12 speaker is a relatively small device and has a height of 92 mm with an approximate diameter of 74 mm. It has a rubberized cylindrical shape of the body design that feels strong and durable. The speaker comes with a total of five color options - black, blue, red, green and grey. Each color option comes paired
with a similar color strap that looks free with a generic design. For example, the review unit we received was black and has a strap attached to the side in a dark black hue. If you're wondering what purpose the belt serves, then it helps the speaker hold on to holding objects like bags. In addition, the strap is removable to
hang the device according to needs. In short, it increases the tolerability of the speaker. The auge case has 5 different buttons in the control panel. Moving from left to right, there is a power button followed by two separate buttons to control the volume levels -/ (in the same sequence). The speaker is turned on by a small
power button push. Then there is the multi-functional button on the right. Pressing a button once can pause/play music. Double tap plays the next song, while three times the press Previous. The same button can also be used to receive calls. Long Press launches virtual assistants - Apple's Siri and Google Assistant. The
Sony SRS-XB12 comes with a feature to connect with a different speaker to enhance the sound output. This feature can be activated using button placed directly on the play/pause button. To the right of it is an LED light to notify of low battery condition and charging. The panel ends with a microphone hole located below
the charging LED. There is another panel that has a separate micro USB port for charging. To its right is the reset button and the AUX-in port. The panel comes covered with a rubberized flap that can be pulled to access the ports. Pulling in/out of the flap was easy. The Sony SRS-XB12 comes with approximately
230grams and feels heavy. The company says it is designed to keep its travel evidence. Sony SRS-XB12: Performance According to the company, the speaker connects to Bluetooth devices within 3 seconds. This is partly true as finding a speaker itself being, taking the task out for smartphones. This includes both



Android and iOS running smartphones. But once paired, it doesn't take time to connect. Another thing worth adding is that the speaker should be reset as soon as the device's doubles list crosses 5-6. This is due to the fact that the speaker becomes difficult to detect. The Sony SRS-XB12 takes about 5 hours to charge
completely, which is relatively long (but keep in mind that it's a speaker, not a smartphone). Once fully charged the device can easily last three to four days with daily use for about 3 hours. This is around the same time claimed by the company, which says it can last up to 16 hours. It is equipped with a Bluetooth 4.2
version on board. Sony says the speaker has a connectivity range of up to 10 meters. During our test, we found that the device works well in this range and the connection starts to fluctuate beyond. The Sony SRS-XB12 is part of Sony's Extra Bass lineup of speakers, which means the speaker is expected to deliver a
strong bass sound output by default. During our review period, we found that the fare is good on this parameter and justifies the 'XB' nickname. This makes it more enjoyable for bass fans. Also, given the size of the device, it produces sound loud enough for a medium sized room. This makes it worthy for small home
meetings. We didn't find the device losing sound clarity at any level of volume. The sound is sharp, clear and loud at the same time. The monoaural speaker at the top ensures that the output is distributed in 360degree at all angles possible. The middles are balanced without any major distortions. The heights and lows
supplied by the SRS-XB12 speaker are also impressive. We can't complain much about the sound quality of the speaker, given the price it comes with. Verdict In general, you could say that the speaker has its pros and cons with the arc tilted more to the pros than cons. To sum up, small size, portable strap, loud and
clear sound, good battery life and durable design are the only ones its positives. It's an IP67 rated, which is a good thing. Affordable pricing is another icing on the cake. Although it was launched at Rs 3,990, the Sony SRS-XB12 is listed with a price tag of 3600 rs for e-commerce commerce Amazon. However, some may
have problems with long hours of charging. The difficulty in detecting the speaker via Bluetooth before pairing it can annoy a few. But, if you're looking for a small speaker size for small parties or collecting the sort of stuff, then the Sony SRS-XB12 is an option worth considering. First, I have to state that I'm a great
audiophile speaker, and thought I didn't use for a prortable speaker, but that changed very quickly when I came across this speaker. The speaker is small, but the ratio of size to weight when selecting a box is encouraging. Weighing about 250 grams for a cylindrical unit 75 mm in diameter and standing 85 mm in height
(Approx) it suggested that the quality of the component had been used, but the device remains light enough to be truly portable. The speaker is well boxed, as you would expect from Sony, with book instructions and instructions setting the greeting of the new owner at the opening. Inside the box was a speaker and there
is now a pretty standard USB charging lead. I have several USB adapters, so finding the charging source wasn't a problem, however this may not be the case for all buyers. The device has a re-chargable battery that was fully charged in about 180 minutes, giving 16 hours of use according to Sony. It is also claimed that
the IP67 device is resistant to dust and water so that the device can be safely dumped into the water and survive. Of course, the external tactile rubber enhances this capability and offers an easily concealed surface, while protecting from minor blows. A more thorough inspection showed, in my opinion, high quality
products without weak areas. Buttons for: turn/off, volume up/down, multifunctional button for playback/pause/rewind, etc., and add, form depressive buttons in the control area of the external rubber. Those who are familiar with the multi-purpose button on the headphones, immediately learn what will do different prods on
the multi-button. The addition button allows you to add a second speaker to form a stereo pair. The buttons are marked in accordance with the function of bold symbols molded into a rubber casing, they are edicting with a positive click, but the black symbols on the black rubber background are not easily identified by the
eyes, in low light. However, with only four buttons to remember the goal, this is unlikely to be a problem. The device paired via Bluetooth quickly and quickly with my phone, there is also an outlet for audio through a 3.5mm audio socket behind a rubber airtight panel next to the charging port. The fist that needs to be noted
is the range in which it will work. In the room most of the items are combated with covered walls, but this speaker had no problem where other equipment gave up the ghost. The on-board buttons were quick and fast, the phone reacted quickly. The sound of such a small block was jaw dropping rather than the music
concert pressure but enough to wonder how he produces it. Experiments on different surfaces were all well, but on a solid little tree or table table was able to pass low frequencies through the base of the device to use the resonance of the surface. This seems to help the rubber ring at the base of the units, which provides
the device on the surface, it also protects the surface from scratches. With the speaker at ear level on a good surface it was easy to quality the speakers of the bookshelf with a rigid punchy bass and clear highs. This speaker overworked my old beleifs, that small unit equals bad sound. Of course, the device far exceeds
the phones hands free mode. The most impressive feature for me, however, was that the device has a built-in microphone. The voice commands on the virtual assistant's phones were flawless. The microphone also lends itself to conference calls, with a block in the middle of the table of four people, the dialogue with
users dialed was significantly better than the phones hands free, no one asks that the conversation will be repeated. This suggests that the device can capture and transmit sound clearly to anyone sitting at the table and through the cellular network. With so many applications and portability it is now a technology to have
on my wish list. Just awesome.This reviewer got the product for free, or was a member of the product lending program
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